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Industry is the one city remaining where humans can still enjoy a reasonable quality of life. Sure, they have to work
low paying jobs, live in squalor and give up on their dreams, but at least the Zombies leave them alone. Zombie
Corporation and The Royal Zombie Army are stationed in Grand City and are in charge of everything.u003cbr
/u003eDexter, Mishy, Penny and Cakes are all dating each other, but have an eye for the one they are not with. When
Dexter tries it on with Mishy before breaking up with Penny things get ugly and he is left out in the cold.u003cbr
/u003eMax, a dapper zombie leader approaches heartbroken Dexter with an offer: If Dexter willingly becomes a
zombie; wealth, power and career prestige will be bestowed upon him. Dexter offers Max a swig of his wine as he
ponders his decision. Max drinks the wine and Dexter accepts the contract.u003cbr /u003eDexter becomes the world’s
biggest zombie rock star, famous in humans and Zombies alike. Max takes up boozing and carousing and is
subsequently shunned from the zombie community. Dexter is billed to perform at Judgment Day, a concert of
celebration, open to zombies and humans alike. In a private meeting, the Zombie King instructs Dexter to order the
slaughter of the human audience. If he does not comply he will be killed.u003cbr /u003eMishy, Penny and Cakes travel
to confront Dexter at Judgment Day. They feel responsible for his transition and feel they must end his reign.
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